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"We want to conquer the soul of the worker and build him into the new state."
Ludwig Brucker, NSBO, in a discussion with representatives of the Free Trade
Unions, on April 13, 1933. (1)
The following essay is intended to illuminate the pre-history of the problems of
national socialist rule discussed in my book Sozialpolitik im Dritten Reich. A proper
perspective for the analysis of class relationships in Germany after 1933 can be gained
only by first outlining the development and social composition of the national socialist
movement before the seizure of power and by reconstructing the process which led to
the destruction of working class organizations in 1933. Further, it is of greatest
importance to point out those changes in economic and political constellations
produced by the world economic crisis. A thorough and differentiated treatment of
these themes is of course impossible within the given framework. The discussion must
thus concentrate on those aspects of the rise of the NSDAP which were then later to
prove decisive for the development of the Nazi system after 1933.
The Nazi seizure of power denoted a marked shift of emphasis in the nature of
domination (Herrschaft) in the capitalist system, a shift of emphasis from the labor
process and the legal system to the realm of dictatorial political power. The class
domination of the 1920s, which had been secured by the state (administration), by law
and by the cultural hegemony of the bourgeoisie, and which fell apart under the
pressures of the world economic crisis, was replaced in 1933 by direct political
domination within the class society, domination resting upon the exercise of open
violence. The new system did not involve general domination over the class society,
for, thanks to the massive repression of the working class, the capitalist economy was
able to resume its development after 1933; and yet, the policies of the dictatorship
were not primarily concerned with the task of perpetuating the capitalist economic
order. Thus, the distinguishing feature of the new system of domination lay in the
tendency for political violence to achieve an ever greater relative autonomy as against
the driving forces of socioeconomic development.
The most important pre-conditions for this rapid shift in the character of domination
were, on the one hand, the development of the powerful national socialist mass
organizations in the years before 1933 which then destroyed or 'co-ordinated' all
oppositional groupings and, on the other hand, self-preservation and self-assertion,
within their own special spheres of interest and competence, of certain powerful
organizations of the ruling classes-trade associations, cartels, civil service, armed
forces-and their active co-operation with the new dictatorship. These two preconditions were closely linked with each other; they were inter-dependent basic
features of the economic and political crisis. And they were both more clearly present
and more marked in Germany in the years 1932-34 than in any other society which

produced a fascist regime.
In the process by which the capitalist order in Germany was stabilized in this purely
fascist form, the Nazi mass movement played a twofold indispensable role. First, it
robbed the conservative political forces of their own mass support, and then it
destroyed the organizations of the working class. By the latter step, the NSDAP ruled
out the only alternative resolution of the crisis of bourgeois society in Germany,
namely the political shoring-up of the social order through a more gradual nonterroristic repression and co-optation of the Social Democratic Party and the trade
unions. Such a resolution would surely have entailed a substantial loss of power for the
organizations of the working class and their partial incorporation into an authoritarian
corporative (standisch ) socio-economic order. But this would not have had the pure
fascist quality of the national socialist dictatorship. As late as 1933 this corporative
resolution of the crisis was still the ideal of many of the old elite groups in the economy
and in the state. They failed to realize their goal not least because of the independence
of the Nazi mass organizations which, acting largely on their own initiative in March
and April 1933, destroyed the working-class movement from the bottom up.(1a)
Thus the Nazi mass movement has to be analyzed in the specific context of the creation
of a terroristic dictatorship-a dictatorship which did not seek to use administrative,
legal and economic pressures to weaken the working class presence, but which rather
quite literally destroyed the working class movement, and thereby gained a far-reaching
relative autonomy from the ruling classes. The causal nature of the connection between
the elimination of independent working class organizations on the one hand and the
relative autonomy of the regime in its subsequent relations with the ruling classes must
be emphasized. The destruction of the working class movement was of immediate
short-term advantage to the ruling classes, and it served as the basis for their cooperation with the regime in the years after 1933 (hence, the fact that the regime's
autonomy was relative). Such wholesale repression and terrorism required, however, a
concentration of power which set the mechanisms of 'normal' class domination out of
actionand this requirement was met in the spring of 1933. It is in this overall context
that the question of the relations between the NSDAP and the working class before
May 1933 has its significance. (1b)
After the re-founding of the party in 1925 the activists outside of Bavaria devoted
themselves with some energy to the task of breaking the political preeminence of the
SPD and KPD among the workers in large German cities. These activists, often
erroneously termed the "National Socialist Left," agitated for a rebirth of the German
people based on a new unity of national purpose; it was to bind together all those who
produced the wealth and power of the nation and thus reconcile the "workers of the
head" and "workers of the fist" in the struggle against alleged common enemies:
international communism, international finance capital, international Jewry.
Communism was attacked because it rejected the national principle, and Social
Democracy because it had capitulated to "Jewish" financial interests which-it was
maintained-stood behind the policy of fulfillment of the governments of the Weimar
Republic. At the same time the German National People's Party was denounced not
only as being purely reactionary, as committed to the past and thus unrealistic in
political goals, but also as being exclusive in the social interests which it
represented.(2)

This shrewd propaganda strategy was put into effect in the second half of the 1920s
with great enthusiasm and remarkable persistence by the Strasser brothers, Goebbels,
Krebs and other "old fighters" in the urban centers of western and northern Germany.
But before 1930 they achieved very little success with it. The Hitler putsch of
November 1923 had left no doubt that the NSDAP belonged in the camp of counterrevolutionary forces, and thus it is not surprising that the politically educated workers
in the cities saw through such demagogic endeavors and dismissed them as a new form
of reactionary confidence tricks: the Nazis' political meetings were regularly disrupted
by factory workers. Only in Berlin as well as in a few industrial cities in the Rhineland,
in Westphalia, in Saxony, and in Thuringia could the NSDAP chalk up any gains at all
in the ranks of the organized workers before 1930. These were, however, of only
minimal numerical importance, in terms both of election support and of party
membership.(3) The SPD and the KPD remained the strongest representatives of the
German working class, and their pre-eminence in this respect was at no point before
1930 threatened in the slightest by the NSDAP.
The initial lack of success was of decisive importance in that it confirmed once and for
all the relationship of National Socialism to the class structure of German society. If
the NSDAP had won strong support among wage workers in the late 1920s it would
never have been able later to become the beneficiary of the massive political reaction
against the Left which began with the world economic crisis. If prior to 1928-1929 the
party had unmistakably developed in a national-syndicalist or national-bolshevist
direction, if the program's social and economic demands had emerged clearly into the
foreground, then in subsequent years the fears and ambitions of the German
bourgeoisie would have found their political home in another movement.(4) Although
during the years of crisis many good German bourgeois considered the NSDAP too
violent and too vulgar and thus not trustworthy, it developed into a large national
political movement precisely because it promised to side with the middle classes and to
confront the economic and political power of the working class. The NSDAP did not
emerge into the forefront of national politics between 1928 and 1930 as an alternative
to the SPD and KPD, but rather as their most unreconcilable enemy.
This fact is widely known and is scarcely disputed any more by scholars: every new
study about the social composition and the activities of the party before 1933 brings it
out with greater clarity. But for the complex of problems analyzed here, within which
this fact becomes of critical importance, it cannot suffice merely to remark upon it.
Explanation is needed. In the late 1920s the socialist parties and the trade unions (in
Catholic regions the Center Party and the Catholic trade unions can be included) had
firm support in the working class population. Their strong position was based, except
in the case of the KPD, on long practical experience, efficient organization and on
relationships of solidarity which had survived the confusion of the revolutionary
phase.(5) Within the framework of the Weimar Republic's political system these
organizations were also in a strong position to represent the immediate interests of
their members and supporters. Thus, after the stabilization crisis of 1923-24, wages
and living standards again rose quickly, and governments responded positively to
demands for moderate social reform. Moreover, in Prussia as well as in many of the big
cities the SPD was a major force in government coalitions and in public administration.
Although the working class in the late 1920s undoubtedly would have held a position

of greater economic and political power if it had been united in a single movement,
there was no evidence of decay, that is, of inner weakness, of the sapping of political
loyalty and morale-symptoms which would have provided the NSDAP a bridgehead
for successful agitation. Even the most plausible accusation drummed up by Nazi
propaganda, that the leaders of the SPD and the Free Trade Unions had long given up
the struggle for socialism and had abandoned their supporters for the sake of lucrative
public offices, seems for the most part to have fallen on deaf ears.(6)
The extreme nationalism of the NSDAP, i.e., the most characteristic and distinctive
aspect of their propaganda which set them apart most from all other parties vying for
the votes of the working class, also evoked little response (7) This is due to the fact
that in Germany aggressive nationalism had always been a programmatic point of the
political parties supported by the middle and upper classes and had always been closely
linked to reactionary domestic goals. In spite of numerous attempts by various
Christian-national groups before and after 1914, a broad democratic German
nationalism had never evolved which would have been capable of integrating the chief
economic and political interests of the working class. The contradiction between nation
and class around which the politics of imperial Germany revolved, continued, though in
new forms, after the November revolution. To be sure, the struggle for national
greatness and imperial expansion was no longer tied to the defense of an authoritarian
constitution. But because of the complex of events in the winter of 1918-19 that
contradiction reached a new level of emotional intensity for the German Right. Apart
from short interludes in 1923, and then again in 1930 when the KPD assumed a
decidedly nationalistic stance, the workers' parties resisted the temptation to adopt the
slogans of their political opponents. On the other hand, they themselves-especially the
Free Trade Unions-were patriotic enough in their own way to maintain the respect of
those workers who were proud of their contribution to the war effort and who felt that
the conditions of the peace treaty were unjust.(8) For all these reasons the extreme
nationalistic demagoguery of the NSDAP found no response among factory workers
before 1930.
This lack of success cannot, however, be ascribed only to the resistance which the
NSDAP met in the form of firmly established organizations and opinions. In several
decisive points the struggles of the Nazi party for "the soul of the German workers"
were-despite their verbal bravado-half-hearted and smacked of dilettantism from the
beginning. Thus the importance which Gregor Strasser and his supporters attached to
the political conversion of the working class in the years between 1925 and 1928
elicited strong mistrust from the Munich leadership, particularly because of the effects
which the emphasis on this line would have had on party organization. Here two
problem areas converged which were to have a decisive influence on the future
development of the party: the general question of practical politics regarding its stance
towards the trade union organizations, and-superimposed on the first question-the
controversy about Hitler's personal power position and the Fuhrer principle. In August,
1929, Hitler essentially won both controversies, though making great tactical compromises in order to allow the group which still chiefly wanted to enlist the support of the
workers a certain freedom of action within the movement.(9)
But in many respects the line which Hitler represented set narrow limits to this kind of
agitation. Hitler himself admitted openly that he knew of no solution which would

resolve the dilemma for the party. His remarks on "the trade union question" in the
second volume of Mein Kampf were totally inconclusive and predominantly negative
since he "had not yet found the right man for the destruction of the Marxist trade
unions” (10) He conceded a legitimate function to the unions only as long as the state
and employers failed to look after the workers' welfare. He denounced the class
struggle, for which he made "Marxism" and not the unions responsible, and spoke out
sharply against the founding of a National Socialist trade union because he had "the
steadfast conviction that it is dangerous to link an ideological (weltanschaulich)
struggle too soon to matters of economics. This could easily lead to economic aspects
directing the political movement instead of Weltanschauung forcing the trade unions
into its course .... A National Socialist trade union which sees its mission only in competition with the Marxist one, would be worse than none.” (11) Only seldom did Hitler
question the unifying power of Weltanschauung in this way; the much quoted, catch-all
nature of the National Socialist movement, in good part the result of a calculated
strategy, had its limits for Hitler at a point where it would have been necessary to
institutionalize fundamental and deep-rooted conflicts of interest within the party.
Conflicts for example between artisans and large-scale industry, between agriculture
and industry, could still be moderated within the party because such groups had many
other interests besides those which were mutually irreconcilable. In contrast, a trade
union was only there to assert the claims of its members against the employer. (12)
Class struggle within the party, which Hitler correctly predicted as the unavoidable
outcome of the founding of a class-specific organization, could only weaken the party,
complicate the position of the party leadership, and damage the plausibility of the
central propaganda point, the call for an ideal national community.
Hitler's readiness to address the working class separately in his own propaganda
scarcely went beyond the not very convincing but carefully maintained rhetorical
distinction between the German worker, who was patriotic, industrious and skillful,
and the criminal functionaries who dared to speak in his name; the assurance that
manual skills would be granted their full recognition in the approaching Third Reich,
the promise that a national socialist government would do away with unemployment by
destroying the Versailles System on which it was allegedly based; occasional
denunciations of bank capital; a vague anti-bourgeois and pseudo-egalitarian
sentiment-Hitler had nothing but slogans to offer the working class. This rhetoric could
no more satisfy the white- and blue-collar workers' wing of the party, which finally did
organize itself in 1930, than Hitler's utterly vague projection of future national socialist
unions as occupational representatives in economic councils and in the "Central
Economic Parliament."(13) It is important to remember that the party leadership never
decided on a positive strategy either towards existing unions or with respect to the
possible foundation of their own trade union organizations. There can be no doubt that
this neglect essentially cut off the party from a great number of wage earners who saw
in the unions a decisively important bastion of their rights and interests. (14)
The orientation of the emerging mass movement within the existing social structure
was influenced far less by the negative stance of the party leadership than by the
fundamental transformation in Germany's economic and political situation-a
transformation which took place quite independently of the activities of the NSDAP.
Most important here were the first effects of the economic crisis and the radicalization
of the German National People's Party. The Reichstag elections of 1928 showed
unmistakably where the strongest voting potential for the NSDAP was to be found:

among the farmers and in the old Mittelstand in the Protestant areas. As the crisis of
German agriculture intensified in 1929, the party doubled its efforts in these regions. In
the same year the alliance with Hugenberg and the conservative Right came about in
the referendum on the Young Plan. In view of the fact that the whole party-including
the so-called Left-pursued a ruthless opportunism in their efforts for new members and
supporters, these new developments finally confirmed the position of the NSDAP at
the extreme right of the political spectrum. As a consequence of this altered situation
they acquired a social base which was fundamentally and totally hostile to the workersand this not only in an ideological and political sense, but also with respect to the
central economic interests of the working class. There was no conceivable way that
these latter interests could be reconciled with the demands of the new national socialist
movement for lower taxes, higher prices for food, restrictions on department stores
and consumer co-operatives, a reduction in social services and wages, etc (15) The
social composition of the NSDAP membership, which grew by leaps and bounds
between 1928 and 1930, decisively colored the future character of the movement: the
possibility of plausible efforts in support of the working class was constantly reduced,
for all attempts of that sort now ran the risk of offending present
supportcrs. (16) With the intensification of the economic crisis, that is, with the
intensification of the struggle over the distribution of a shrinking social product, this
tension became steadily sharper.
There are two further reasons why, even at the beginning of the crisis, the NSDAP's
orientation was determined so unambigously by property interests (in the widest
sense). The leadership of the local party groups which developed in the years after
1925 came overwhelmingly from the bourgeoisie or the old Mittelstand. The rather
loose structure of the party organization allowed these local functionaries great
political independence and propagandistic initiative. Almost all regional and local
studies undertaken so far emphasize the fact that workers were scarcely ever to be
found in leading positions in the party, even in larger cities: it is even reported that
local groups sometimes resorted to dissimulation just to be able to display at least one
worker in a responsible post.(17) Many analyses of the social composition of local
leadership groups read like a roll-call of bourgeois occupations-government officials,
school teachers, doctors, clerks, self-employed businessmen, salesmen, retired officers,
engineers, students. (18) These people were of course themselves dissatisfied with the
existing authority structure in German Society; without constant frustration and a profound distrust of the old ruling elite they would scarcely have come to National
Socialism. But their newly awakened interest in politics was not in the least directed
toward the improvement of the working class's living conditions. They were concerned
first and foremost with their own advancement, with an advantageous position within a
new elite. (19) The more the movement expanded, the more men of precisely this
social background could solidify their positions within the local party organizations
since they possessed both the education and often the experience in administration and
organization which the increasingly complex bureaucratic structures of the party
demanded. Less educated activists who had played a rather important role in the 1920s
were now frequently relegated to the background by ambitious bourgeois newcomers.
The latter were undoubtedly better equipped for active participation in a party which
was at the point of transforming itself from a small sect to a mass movement. (20) The
homogeneous non-proletarian character of the local leadership groups meant that the
party at best regarded the central economic and social demands of the workers with

indifference. It further meant that the party could only rely on the incomparably weaker
weapons of a diversionary or nationalistic propaganda when it wanted to be heard in
working class quarters.
In addition to this was a second important reason for National Socialism's ties to
property interests. For the strategy which Hitler followed after 1924, attempting to
gain power "legally," it was imperative to be assured of at least the passive
acquiescence of the old power elite, especially of the military and big industry. And
open confrontation with these groups would not only have awakened the danger of a
repetition of 1923 and thus the possibility of civil war, but it would further have
overstrained the loyalty of those supporters of the NSDAP who viewed it as a
genuinely conservative and restorative movement. This strategic line by no means
excluded fierce propagandistic attacks on the political organizations and spokesmen of
the older German conservatism. On the contrary, it practically demanded such tactics
since the "legality" tactic made it necessary that the NSDAP overtake all other
bourgeois parties electorally in order then to approach the power elite in the role of the
strongest political representative of the "good," i.e., nationalist, non-socialist Germany.
But for the same reasons the party could by no means risk lending support to political
interests which this elite could have perceived as a direct threat to its various positions
of power and interest. This was finally the decisive reason why the NSDAP did not
emerge in politics merely as the rival of the workers' parties, but rather as that power
which was committed to crushing them. Hostility towards the working class
movement-closely combined with an aggressive nationalism-was hence the determining
and common element that characterized all parties of the Right and conservative
interest groups in the years after 1928. It was precisely the prospect that the NSDAP
would act in accord with this basic position, and with more energy and success than
any other political movement of the time, which lent the party such attractiveness, and
which also assured it the acquiescence of that elite with whose help alone the seizure of
power could take place without great upheavals.
The reaction of the working class to this threat was unequivocal but at the same time
inadequate. Before the spring of 1933 remarkably few SPD supporters and union
members converted to the cause of National Socialism. Though political loyalties were
somewhat fluid on the boundary line between the KPD and NSDAP (especially in
1932), the growing strength of the KPD was nevertheless in every respect more
important than its occasional losses to the national socialist movement. After 1930
both the KPD and the SPD understood themselves-of course in different waysincreasingly as anti-fascist parties of the working class.(21) The fact that the KPD
waged this battle with greater energy, or at least greater volume, and the not less
important fact that the acute distress of mass unemployment in industrial areas had a
profound radicalizing effect caused a big shift in electoral support between 1928 and
1932 and a lesser shift in membership from the SPD to the KPD between 1928 and
1932. But the number of voters for both parties taken together did not decline under
the challenge of National Socialism: between 1928 and 1930 they rose by 700,000 and
remained constant after that at something over 13 million up to the last free Reichstag
elections in November, 1932, which once again confirmed this position. However, the
electorate was growing steadily in these years, and, in addition, the degree of voter
participation rose. Thus, the figure of 13.1 to 13.3 million voters represented a
declining percentage of the total electorate. The voting strength of the SPD and KPD

together tell from 40.4% of all votes cast in 1929 to 35.9% in July, 1932. (22) These
figures show that the workers' parties had reached the limits of their expansive power,
at least within the framework of the specific economic and political conditions of the
time. To be sure, there were a series of more or less contingent factors which inhibited
the further growth of the workers' parties-after 1928 both the SPD and the KPD
lacked a decisive, convincing leadership, and both parties showed themselves incapable
of responding to the crisis in the economy and the state with new non-sectarian
strategies.(23) But it must be asked whether, even under the best leadership, the
socialist parties could have succeeded in breaking through the sociological, ideological,
religious and, not least, sex barriers which limited their expansion and thus their
capacity for political integration after 1929. The election results indicate that those
barriers were massive and firmly anchored. And after 1929 only such a breakthrough
would have been able to prevent the national socialist seizure of power by
constitutional means.(24)
In the course of the election campaigns between 1930 and 1932 there were certainly
fluctuations between the workers' parties and the bourgeois parties (fluctuations which
cannot be described with the necessary precision). But from the voting and
membership statistics of the time one has the general impression that the SPD and
KPD together formed a political ghetto-a ghetto of considerable size, it is true, and one
which, despite the bitter inner struggles, was vigorously defended outside. It remained,
nevertheless, a ghetto: after 1930 neither of the two parties could any longer make a
convincing bid for hegemony in German politics. On the one hand, this derived from
their inability to enter into political coalitions after the proclamation of the "socialfascist" line by the Third International and after the collapse of the Great Coalition.
But, of course, more important in the context of this study is the fact that millions of
German wage earners were not at all receptive to the political demands of the SPD and
KPD. They remained immune to any attempt at political mobilization by the workers'
parties. That in turn was one of the important reasons why these parties were not
successful in expanding and consolidating their power base in the last years of the
Weimar Republic.
It is not possible here to enter into a thorough discussion of the electoral sociology of
the period. Some brief remarks on this topic do seem necessary, however, both to
illuminate the most prominent characteristics of National Socialism as a mass
movement and to reconstruct with greater clarity the structure of political class conflict
in the period between 1930 and 1933. Wage earners and their adult dependents,
including the relevant portion of the retired, constituted approximately half of the total
electorate in these years: approximately 22 to 25 million of a total number of 42 to 45
million voters, belonged to households whose main income consisted of the weekly
wage of a manual laborer. But, when one considers that in this period the SPD also
received considerable support from groups aside from the wage earners, it appears that
in the elections between 1930 and 1932 at most half of all wage earners gave their
votes to the workers' parties. (25) The statistical material allows only rough
classifications and estimates. Nonetheless, it is clear enough that-leaving aside the 1919
elections to the National Assembly-a very large proportion of the laboring population
had never voted for a workers' party. The fact that these people did not change their
position during the political and economic crisis which ended with the national socialist
seizure of power proved to be decisive. With the exception of those Catholic workers

in the Ruhr area, southern Germany and Silesia who voted for the Center (26) only
very little is known about the political opinions and affiliations of those millions of
wage earners who supported neither Social Democracy nor Communism; and we also
know little about their various living and working conditions.
Simply the number of workers not politically affiliated in this sense and the importance
which thus developed upon them in the struggles of this period indicate the
fundamental and at the same time abundant ambiguity of the concept of class: it is here
a question of a category which pertains both to socioeconomic structures and to the
historical process moved by human activity. The socio-economic dimension of the
concept of class circumscribes the general situation of all those who are dependent for
their subsistence on their labor power alone. The emphasis here lies on the general
structures of capitalism and the objective conditions of economic development which
determine the position of the wage earner in the production process. Class in this sense
indicates the forms of exploitation and oppression to which wage earners are subject,
their dependence on the law of supply and demand in the labor market as well as the
resulting living conditions of economic deprivation. In the context of empirical
research in social history this category is less precise than is generally assumed. The
other meaning of the concept of class can only be determined with reference to the
historical process, with reference to the history of the working class movement. If one
pursues the premise which underlies Edward Thompson's pioneering study, The
Making of the English Working Class, "class happens when some men, as a result of
common experiences (inherited or shared), feel and articulate the identity of their
interests as between themselves, and as against other men whose interests are different
from (and usually opposed to) theirs.” (27) Here the accent falls on public activity
which grows out of the common experiences of the workers, on active resistance to
oppression, on solidarity as the class struggle creates it, in short, on the dynamic
character of class conflict as the prime motor of historical development. When the
concept of class is used in this sense, those individuals and groups come to the fore
who, by speaking and acting for their class, actively determine the framework of the
political struggle.
For the historian it would be a senseless undertaking to want to draw a sharp
distinction between these two dimensions of the concept of class. For a purism of
definition, whether turned in the one or the other direction, will only mean that an
essential part of historical reality is obscured from the beginning: apolitical history of
social structures is as uninteresting as the "biography" of this or that workers'
organization. But it must be admitted that all investigations which attempt to interpret
the political history of a society as the history of class relationships will conceive of the
working class primarily in the form of those workers who organized to represent the
class interest. It was they, after all, who challenged the propertied classes and drove
them to counter measures. And in the period of the Weimar Republic German working
class leaders could in fact maintain with a high degree of conviction that they were
speaking and acting for all wage earners not just for the active members of the class,
but also for the unorganized, the indifferent, even the politically conservative workers.
This approach is not necessarily bound to a general historical teleology and it is not
derived from a mechanistic determinism. Only the unavoidable fact of class conflict
was determined by the class structure of capitalist society in Germany and therein lay

its central importance as a principle ordering all public life-but not the specific forms
and configurations in which this conflict manifested itself at each point. For this
reason-since it presupposes a narrow, rigid determinism-it is also not useful for
discussing the political role of those wage earners who supported neither the KPD nor
the SPD with reference to the concepts of objective social situation and false
consciousness since, in all probability, the objective social situation of these people was
itself ambiguous. Few of them belonged to the industrial work force in the strict sense
of the word: it cannot be emphasized strongly enough that less than 8 million of the 16
million employed (28) classified as "workers" in the occupational censuses of 1925 and
1933 were active in enterprises which could be classified as industries. The other 8 to
8.5 million workers were employed in agriculture, in public service, in transportation,
in commerce and crafts, and in private service. And apart from a few exceptions-above
all, the state railways and workshop trades like printing and some branches of
engineering-the trade unions which constituted the hard core of the organized working
class had little support in the non-industrial sectors of the economy. The working and
living conditions of agricultural workers, craftsmen and tradespeople were
considerably different from the situation of factory workers. Relationships to the
employer, above all, were of a more individual than collective nature since many of
these workers lived in the countryside and in small and medium-sized provincial cities
where the working class movement had not been able to establish a stable and
continuing presence. Conditions on the labor market were less extreme and less
opaque: in many places the traditional hierarchical social order had still been preserved,
and the church also exercised a considerable influence over political culture. Thus,
these people had effectively little opportunity to develop a class consciousness through
confrontation and organization.
To the working class in the broad socio-economic sense belonged also a large number
of women who were heavily underrepresented in the electorate of the workers' parties.
Their relationship to politics was decisively influenced by the fact that many left
regularly paid employment and thus an essential area of public experience as early as
age 20-25. For women in general it must be remembered that a long tradition of
discrimination and subordination as well as restriction to purely familial responsibilities
had militated against the development of that capacity for independent political
decision and collective political activity which active participation in the working class
movement demanded. (29)
Last, there was that considerable group of people who can be characterized as the
victims of the war and of the post-war crises, as victims of economic competition in an
era before the welfare state-people, whose lives had been destroyed by the loss of
family members, war injuries, impaired health, by long unemployment, inflation, or the
decline of their trade. In the late 1920s these people lived on the edge of poverty,
dependent on public welfare and occasional work in order to eke out an existence at
all. They were participants in a bitter individual struggle for mere survival, not in a
political struggle for general goals.
For these as well as other reasons which were connected to the specific traditions of
particular trades and occupations, the class experience-to use once more Thompson’s
central concept-of approximately half of those defined by the occupational census as
"workers" was fundamentally different from the experience of organized members of

the class. For reasons which thus derived in part precisely from their objective social
situation they had not been able to develop that sense of solidarity in larger economic
and political contexts which had become the real mark of the working class movement.
(30) The ambivalence which adheres to the concept of the working class may perhaps
be expressed in the phrase that many workers were consigned to the working class
without, however, belonging to it.
To say that they did not yet belong to it would be an oversimplification in two
respects. Of course, one must take into consideration here the fact that those sectors of
the economy where the organized working class was strongest continually gained
workers from the provinces and from the handicraft sector, and that in this decade
capitalist forms of economic organization continued to expand and subjected more and
more areas of economic life to their distinctive patterns of progress. But it was crucial
that the dynamics of these socio-economic developmental tendencies were slower in
pace than in the pre-war period and that the proportion of the population which earned
its sustenance by wage labor was as a whole no longer on the increase; that resulted
primarily from the large growth in white-collar jobs.
It must, nevertheless, be remembered that the organized working class represented not
only the immediate legal, social and material interests of the unorganized;(31) in its
political practice it also anticipated their long-term future needs and interests by trying
to transform the urban industrial world, dominated by big industry, big business and
bureaucratic administration so that future generations who would be drawn into this
world by the continuing process of economic development would experience less
poverty, brutality and alienation. But the profound crisis which violently interrupted
this developmental process in Germany between 1928-29 and 1933 thereby also
robbed the working class movement of its anticipatory, future-directed role for the
working class in general; to the degree that industry and trade shrank, the potential
constituency of the workers' parties stagnated. Even more important was the
narrowing of the political arena of the working class movement. Reforms could no
longer be undertaken and carried out, and the social revolution seemed still possible
only to those whose power of critical judgment had been lamed by the demands which
the Third International placed upon their loyalty.
If the argument is valid to this point, it is a mistaken enterprise to pose the question in
this way: why did approximately one-half of the working class electorate (to use the
term in its sociological, positivistic sense) not vote for the workers' parties? There
cannot be a simple, straightforward explanation. One could at best convey and describe
the variety of relationships binding the different groups mentioned above into
structures of political authority and culture which remained immune to the goals and
forms of action of the organized working class. But what must be explained here is the
fact that after 1929 the NSDAP gained considerable support from the ranks of those
wage earners who were neither organized in trade unions nor had regularly voted for
the SPD or KPD in the preceding years. Thus in September, 1930, roughly 26.3% and
in January, 1933, some 31.5% of Nazi party members characterized themselves as
workers. That was in the former case about 75,000 and in the latter about 300,000
persons. (In September, 1930, only a third of these wage earners were employed in
industry.) These figures must be treated with great caution: first, the party expanded
rapidly in the period between the two counts, and there was a very high turn-over rate

among members, many of whom dropped out after belonging for only a short time-this
fact is not adequately reflected in the social breakdown of the membership; and second,
it is certain that among those members who designated themselves as 'workers' was a
considerable number of self-employed craftsmen, though it is not possible to say
exactly how many. Despite these qualifications, the figures point to two clear
conclusions. Workers were heavily underrepresented within the movement, but they
did constitute a minority which was in every respect significant (see below).(32)
Unfortunately corresponding figures for the Nazi electorate cannot be obtained. But it
can be concluded that of the 13.42 million Germans who voted for Hitler as Reichspresident in April, 1932, and of the 13.77 million NSDAP votes in the Reichstag
elections in July, 1932, there must have been several million wage earners and
members of their families-at least 3.5 million, probably more.
The pseudo-egalitarianism, also the systematically ambivalent social rhetoric of the
party leadership and the novelty and dynamicism which characterized their actions
provided the movement access to this broad, heterogeneous and politically unstable
sector of German society. Among the factors which influenced this part of the
electorate, it is probably safe to ascribe particular importance to the extreme
nationalism of the NSDAP, for the alleged "anti-national" stance of the working class
parties-an accusation which conservatives and Nazis never tired of repeating-did act as
a barrier between them and potential supporters among the wage-earning population.
That nationalism and socialism (of the social democratic or communist variety) were
fundamentally incompatible was a major and recurrent theme of Nazi propaganda. In
conjunction with the egalitarian pose of the NSDAP, a conjunction which was new in
German politics and for that reason doubly seductive, these nationalist slogans had
considerable effect in the circles of unorganized and politically inexperienced workers.
And in the heavily ideological political culture of the Weimar Republic organized
workers distinguished themselves from the unorganized above all by their ability to put
the interests of their class before the so-called national or people's (Volk) interest;
more precisely, to comprehend the latter in terms of the former.
About the specific sociological conditions for this effect only little can be said to date:
wage earners who voted for the Nazis were probably young rather than old. Among
them, men were probably more strongly represented than women; in 1932 they could
be found in all areas of industrial concentrations but mostly not in large numbers;
numbers were somewhat higher in individual industrial cities in Saxony, Thuringia,
Westphalia and Silesia; they were prominent above all and most numerous in the
medium-sized and small cities of the Protestant provinces. (33) Further detailed
research will have to test the hypothesis that a large proportion of those wage earners
who were susceptible to the slogans of National Socialism were occupied in smaller
businesses, in trade or handicrafts as well as in agriculture, and that they were strongly
under the influence of their employers who since 1930-31 for their part had been
among the most reliable supporters of the NSDAP. Wage earners in industry seem to
have given the party little support before 1932. Hypotheses of this sort are difficult to
test, for to date we know a great deal less about wage earners in the provinces than
about those in the cities, and much less about Nazi voters than about party activists.
If one now turns to these activists, it becomes clear that especially in the sector of the
unorganized wage earners in industrialized areas and big cities the so-called national

socialist Left achieved a certain political importance. If one ignores its confused
political rhetoric which has been strongly emphasized in the scholarship of the past
years, it becomes apparent that the Nazi Left offers little more than a further example
of the party's strategic opportunism. It never constituted an independent political
grouping of any significance. What it really amounted to was the workers' wing within
the movement as a whole. The NSDAP appealed to various groups of potential
supporters by telling them what they wanted to hear. Thus, the party pursued a specific
line vis-a-vis peasants, artisans, shop-keepers, civil servants, the self-employed,
students, women, soldiers and big industrialists-and vis-a-vis workers as well. (34) This
strategic opportunism was expressed most forcefully in Goebbels' role as Gauleiter and
newspaper boss in Berlin after 1927. His demagogic anti-capitalism, his energetic
attempts to stir up social resentments and to portray the NSDAP as a movement of
rough, simple, tough, rebellious young radicals were in tone much sharper than those
of his former boss Gregor Strasser. But Goebbels enjoyed an incomparably securer
position within the party leadership precisely because it was known very well in
Munich that he himself did not take his socio-political propaganda entirely seriously,
because his loyalty belonged above all to the movement as a whole and its leader and
not to the supporters which he was able to win for the party in Berlin. (35) The same
fundamental opportunism reveals itself as well in the history of the great debates and
schisms within the party before 1933. From the Bamberg party conference in February,
1926, to the affairs of Otto Strasser, Stennes, Scheringer and Krebs, up to the
(admittedly more complicated) case of Gregor Strasser's resignation-it was always
these men in the party whose positions became untenable, (36) for they sought to
define the party's role seriously as the motor of social change and did not consider
political power a goal in itself.
Although the Nazis' social demagoguery was opportunistic through and through and
lacked any real commitment, the mere fact that it was allowed free rein after 1929-30
and was not suppressed by the party leadership was of some importance for the future
development of the movement. Through it the party gained the appearance of nonexclusivity-an achievement which, so to speak, continually reinforced itself, for the
more wage earners joined the movement, the more it represented a plausible political
alternative for others (37) - a popular movement, which distinguished itself precisely
through this fact from the nationalist parties.
Those workers who identified actively with this variant of National Socialism formedin accord with this opportunism-quite a heterogeneous body. Though much research
must still be done on details here, it is nevertheless clear that they were less
representative of their social class as a whole than those members of the old and new
Mittelstand who before 1933 pursued their own anti-socialist variant of National
Socialism. On the basis of existing studies it is possible to identify three totally different
groups of "national socialist workers." In the first place are those young men who
composed the gangs of storm troopers (SA) in the big cities. That this group has
hitherto received the most attention-both at the time and in later scholarly
investigations-can be explained on the one hand by the fact that because of their
notorious street terror they were much more visibly in the public limelight than other
workers in the party. Furthermore, they behaved precisely like the bourgeoisie
expected workers to, even though they were certainly not all workers. A statistical
analysis of the composition of these SA groups is still lacking. Because of the high

turnover among members it will not be easy to produce. It seems improbable that wage
earners in the urban SA groups before January 1933 comprised more than half of the
whole SA (about 300,000 men).(38) Reliable observers report that many of them were
unemployed. The SA offered them soup kitchens, sometimes even clothes, shelter in
SA homes, but above all activity, a superficial purpose in life and a perverse selfrespect. (39) Some vacillated back and forth between the KPD and the NSDAP. Albert
Krebs, who was familiar with this milieu in Hamburg and portrayed it with
understanding, described these people as the "driftsand of the working class
movement.” (40) For them the SA gangs formed a point of order in the otherwise
desolate, formless and decaying world of the big cities stricken by the crisis. Here
could be found the possibility of expressing destructive resentments, unbearable
frustration, despair and aggression. These aspects emerged most obviously in the
capital. One of the major experts on the national socialist movement writes aptly of the
"fatal confusion of mobilization and socialism which, more than its socio-political
ideologies, occasionally led to the Berlin NSDAP's building a reputation as a party of
socialist revolution .... At the same time the mob's propertylessness and lack of social
interests, on which its lack of responsibility depends, lends it at times the positive
image of social selflessness. Out of the flight, oblivious of self, into the dynamics of
political action grows the appearance of a self-sacrificing dedication to the community.
" (41)

A second group of national socialist workers was quite distinct from the volatile
youthful Lumpenproletariat. This solid type was to be found mainly among those
employed in public service - with the imperial railways and the post office, in city
services and transportation. (42) Why the national socialists received support from
precisely this group cannot be readily explained. Whether it is to be attributed to their
consciousness of their special occupational prestige or to political influence on the part
of superiors in the administration or finally to anger about cuts in pay ordered by city
and state officials (i.e., for the most part by social democrats)-valid conclusions cannot
yet be drawn about this. These two categories of national socialist workers-the young
unemployed in the big cities and the "uniformed worker"-found themselves in a
political minority within their own social peer group and thus were continually subject
to tough conflicts. In addition a third type of active "worker-Nazi" can be identified
whose situation was again different and, politically, in any case, less exposed: in the
provinces numerous wage earners obviously simply followed the political example of
their social superiors, so that here the national socialist organizations, including the
SA, frequently reflected the hierarchical order of the local community.(43)
These are the three categories of active Nazi supporters among the laboring population
recognized up to now. As the labor council elections showed, the movement had little
success before 1933 with those who had been able to retain their job in industry in the
narrower sense (see above).(44) To be sure, these election results do not provide
conclusive proof, and there were also exceptions here: in individual firms and in some
regions like Chemnitz-Zwickau as well as in various mining and textile cities of
Westphalia, the NSDAP achieved a certain entry into the structures of the politically
conscious working class. Even in these regions, however, the proportion of wage
earners in the party by no means corresponded to their predominance in the local
population. (45)

This interpretation finds confirmation in the fact that the single attempt undertaken by
the party itself to found a political organization of their own for workers-the National
Socialist Factory Cell Organization (NSBO)-was long denied any noteworthy success.
It is true that the NSBO came about as a consequence of the initiatives and demands of
party activists whose political stance was essentially motivated by dissatisfaction with
the inequality and inefficiency of the capitalist order (among them were some former
communists).(46) Nonetheless, from the beginning it was intended merely as a
propaganda organization. Its founding in Berlin (1928) and its recognition by Hitler in
1929 were no more than a gesture by means of which the party leadership made
concessions to those forces within the movement which had hitherto agitated in vain
for a party trade union. And although these latter groups had come in good part from
the ranks of nationalistic white-collar workers' organizations and thus had trained and
experienced officials among them, the concessions were of very limited nature and
were accompanied by little enthusiasm. The NSBO was supposed to refrain from all
trade union activities and to limit itself to the role intended for it as a political shocktroop in the factories. The fact that until around the middle of 1932 the new
organization received practically no financial support from the party shows that even
this drastic prohibition against all genuinely class-specific activity did not dispel the
doubts of the Munich leadership.(47)
Up to this point in time the development of the NSBO had lagged far behind the
development of the NSDAP itself. Before May, 1932, it numbered scarcely 100,000
members. It thus did not include anything like all party members who classified
themselves as workers. Even more indicative is that fact that many of these members
were not wage earners at all, but white-collar workers and artisans. Among the artisans
there were also self-employed workers who were obsessed by organization and joined
every possible group in the crisis years; in July, 1932, they were ordered to leave the
NSBO. More important in every respect were the white-collar workers. Their
numerical importance is demonstrated by the NSBO's incomparably better results in
the elections for employee committees than in the elections for labor councils of those
years. (48) The egalitarian, nationalistic and state socialist slogans of the NSBO
obviously struck a particular chord in this continually growing intermediary stratum,
whose powerful non-socialist vocational organizations had long struggled for the
realization of a series of contradictory aims. They attempted first of all to defend the
special identity and the privileges of white-collar workers vis-a-vis manual workers;
second, to gain for themselves as unions formal recognition and co-operation on the
part of employers; and, third, together with the conservative parties supported by big
industry, to agitate for the re-establishment of Germany's position of power in Europe.
The interest-group elements in this program did not suit those pertaining to national
politics. After 1928 it became increasingly clear to the members of the largest whitecollar organization-the anti-Semitic German National Salesmen's and Clerk's
Association (DHV)-that their aims could not be realized within the existing party
system, at which point particularly the younger members joined the NSDAP and
NSBO in great numbers in order to fulfill their vision of an "organic popular
democracy" there. Gregor Strasser, for example, who along with Goebbels was one of
the main supporters of the NSBO, directed special attention to these circles. (49)
Moreover, workers in public service were strongly represented in the NSBO, while in

industrial concerns their cells were often inspired and dominated by technicians,
foremen, wage-earning artisans, and, in mining, by pit-foremen.(50) In the second half
of 1932, however, the NSBO seems to have succeeded in expanding its base, and in
these months it also probably attracted more factory workers. In any case, its
membership tripled within eight months. The NSBO now also began to behave
increasingly like a trade union by supporting a series of strikes, by talking about
founding a united national trade union under its own leadership, and by staking a claim
to the leading role in the socio-political arena for the period after the national socialist
takeover. According to the propaganda, the goal of the NSBO remained the
establishment of a social order organized by estates: its line towards the end of 1932
left no doubt, however, that it considered the workers the most important estate.
"Through its practical experience," Schumann correctly observes, "the NSBO slid
further to the left. "(51) And it may well be that this radicalization of rhetoric and
tactics was an important factor in the growing popularity of the NSBO in these
months. Yet, it is equally probable that the hopeless situation on the lab or market,
together with the increasing likelihood that the NSDAP would soon come to power,
caused numerous workers to regard membership in the NSBO as a kind of insurance
against the loss of their jobs. (52)
In spite of this surge in membership figures in 1932, in spite of the greater
independence of the NSBO within the national socialist movement and in spite of the
radicalization of its propaganda and actions, the workers' wing in the NSDAP never
became a weighty political force on its own account. This is due to the fact that, first
of all, the 300,000 members of the NSBO must be set against the 5.8 million blue- and
white-collar workers who still belonged to the independent trade unions at the end of
1932, against the Reichsbanner (over 1 million members), the SPD, which counted
about 650,000 wage earners among its members, and the KPD, about 250,000
members. (53) Taken in itself, the NSBO represented no serious threat at all to the
organized working class; their loyalties remained for the most part unshaken until
spring 1933. If the same point is now approached from another perspective, the
chronology of the NSBO's development leaves little doubt that it owed what power it
did have solely to the earlier, larger political gains of the movement as a whole. It
seems to have profited more from the general success of the party in 1932 than it
contributed itself. Third, it must be strongly emphasized that, although the NSDAP
could increase its support among wage earners not just absolutely, but also relatively,
in 1931-32, workers in general still remained massively underrepresented, both in the
membership and among the voters. In spite of the economic crisis and the resulting
economic distress and political insecurity in industrial areas, the NSBO thus did not
succeed in shifting the social base of the whole party fundamentally and permanently:
the NSDAP remained with almost 70% of its membership a party of property-owners
and salary-earners. Hence, it followed necessarily that the NSBO was quite incapable
of calling the basic economic and socio-political line of the party leadership into
question. Developments in fact went in the opposite direction: in the course of 1932
the ties of Hitler and his closest advisers to existing property and power interests
assumed even clearer and more definite forms so that towards the end of this year the
danger that the NSBO could institutionalize class conflict within the movement became
a burden, an uncomfortable hindrance to efforts to win the trust of the old power elite
at any price. (54)

The real political importance of the NSBO and of the wage earners among the party
members did not derive from programmatic aims and conscious intentions, nor from an
independent position of power within the movement; it was rather indirect and
functional, a consequence of the heterogeneous nature of the mass movement and of
the devious multiple strategies of the leadership. Thus, first, it was one of the most
important functions of this group of activists to make the bourgeois Nazis believe that
they had joined a real "popular movement," a movement that was more than a new
edition of the Pan-German League. Numerous indications of self-doubt among the
nationalist bourgeoisie exist from this period, also social and cultural guilt feelings. The
strong anti-bourgeois component in party rhetoric achieved resonance exactly among
the bourgeois classes which Hitler himself despised as politically philistine and
cowardly. The categorical denial of ethical norms and the denigration of the intellectual
and cultural values of the bourgeoisie, which was manifested in the party's systematic
employment of violence and propaganda, found a wide response precisely in bourgeois
circles. Brute force, ruthlessness, recklessness and loud self-assertion -all these
qualities of the mass movement carefully cultivated in the propaganda had an especially
strong impact on those sections of the old and new Mittelstand who, as a consequence
of the practically uninterrupted series of political and economic crises since 1914, were
losing all trust in bourgeois forms of public life. In this severe crisis of confidence raw
youthful activism offered itself as the only attractive alternative; it seemed after all to
be superior to the political institutions and modes of behavior which had failed to
defend bourgeois interests. These qualities of youthful strength and determination were
in turn attributed to "the worker"; many bourgeois Nazis, and particularly the educated
among them, attempted to accomodate themselves to this mythical figure. One can
scarcely assume that this form of bourgeois anti-bourgeois sentiment impressed real
workers very much (even if it perhaps flattered some of them). Yet, even such fantasies
demanded some basis in fact. And the workers in the national socialist movement
fulfilled just this function by helping to assure bourgeois members that they were
struggling for a real social renewal in the party, for a genuine national community, etc.
They attempted to establish their role of social and political leadership on a new basis
of national solidarity, within which all bourgeois inhibitions, educational privileges and
status differences, now made responsible for their previous political powerlessness,
would lose their legitimacy. The road to this singular goal led through violence,
irrationality and mindless activism-modes of behavior which seemed to transcend any
class-determined model. (55)
With respect to the much larger group of passive Nazis-those who gave the party their
votes without working actively in it-the workers in the movement fulfilled a quite
different function. Much suggests that they performed a large part of the strenuous,
risky and dangerous party tasks: demonstrations, distribution of propaganda literature,
above all, street battles. It was the foot soldiers of the movement which in actual fact
entered battle against communists and social democrats, and, while the bourgeoisie no
doubt considered this task necessary, they showed little willingness to carry it out
themselves. However, one should not ignore the fact that within the party there was no
strict division of labor according to social class. A significant number of educated
bourgeois members took on thankless political activities, risking beatings in the
process. But without the tens of thousands of wage earners which the party had
attracted by 1933, it would never have been able to assemble its civil-war army in Germany's big cities. After all, because of their physical constitution, origins and life style

these people were much better suited for rough, violent political confrontations than
inhabitants of bourgeois suburbs, and they were also more familiar with the practices of
the common political enemy, "the commune." Among the Nazis who were arrested by
the police in the period between 1930 and 1932 for crimes of political violence, wage
earners were heavily over-represented. (56) In the provinces the socio-political
constellations looked different; in the big cities, however, these Nazi bands won the
sympathy of broad non-proletarian strata primarily by putting pressure on the social
democratic and communist organizations. Thus before 1933 their tactical importance
for the movement was probably much greater than their numbers alone might
indicate.(57)
Here a further consideration is involved: even when the SA and NSBO threatened to
become too radical with their populist demands and thus reinforced the fears of those
circles for whose support Hitler was then striving, they could still fulfill useful
functions for the party leadership in the extremely unstable political situation after the
fall of the Briining government. For Hitler, they represented in these months a-to be
sure rather uncertain-instrument of political blackmail. On the one hand, they embodied
the possibility of a development dangerous for conservative forces-the possibility that
the whole party might choose a radical course if the road to power should continue to
be blocked by the elite in the economy and the state. In the context of the growing
political crisis between November, 1932, and ]aunary, 1933, another possible
development seemed even more threatening: it was feared that the national socialist
movement would disintegrate if it were denied access to power, and that the KPD
would then inevitably attract a large number of the earlier urban activists. (58) In the
meantime the brown mass movement had become a significant political fact in its own
right; the question of its fate became increasingly acute for all political leadership
groups in Germany (including the leadership of the NSDAPi).
In the spring of 1933 the NSBO performed a further important service to the party.
This service, too, was an unplanned by-product of the political situation, exploited by
the party leadership with ruthless opportunism. Through its very existence as a special
workers' wing within the movement the NSBO intensified the confusion and insecurity
of the Free Trade Union leadership (ADGB) in those decisive days, as union leaders
tried to establish a political strategy vis-a-vis the new government. Along with a variety
of other reasons which made a strategy of adaptation and compromise seem a lesser
evil than unconditional confrontation and political struggle, discussions with
spokesmen of the NSBO still offered the deceptive hope that, in spite of everything,
room might perhaps still be found in the new political system for some form of
independent working class organization like a trade union. That the NSBO had such a
solution in view is clear; so is the fact of the simultaneous categorical rejection of this
idea by the party leadership. In the discussions with representatives of the NSBO the
union leaders reacted, to be sure, with undisguised scepticism to the national socialists'
claim that they spoke for the German workers (among their "spokesmen" were a
doctor and an editor l). They also expressed well-founded doubts about the real
influence of the NSBO in government circles. But the mere presence of an apparent
alternative probably helped further to unsettle the ADGB. As Leuschner remarked in
the discussion of April 13, 1933: "The members of your NSBO are in part still our
members." Thanks to the political power which the party leadership now possessed in
the state, the narrow bridgehead which the NSBO had been able to erect among the

industrial workers now achieved a certain tactical importance. (59) And, as these very
discussions were going on, the decisive phase in the creation of a fascist dictatorship
was taking place: the physical liquidation of the working class parties and the trade
unions. In this process lay the final and most important function of the Nazi mass
movement (see below).
The fact that the national socialist movement could convince a portion of the wageearning population that their interests demanded struggle against the independent
organizations of the working class is as such not to be denied. Yet, measured against
the success with which the movement mobilized and integrated the heterogeneous
economic and political interests of the propertied classes through its frontal attack on
the KPD, the SPD and the unions, this fact was of minor significance within the total
development of class relationships between 1929 and 1932. The promise that the
NSDAP would sustain the economic, social and political prerogatives of the
bourgeoisie with all means at its disposal seems to have been the decisive element in
encouraging its growth, especially at the local level (60) At the national level the party
was increasingly able to secure the sympathy of big industry because the latter began to
view them as a useful instrument with which they could substantially undercut the
political and economic power of the working class. The inability of all other
conservative parties and groups to carry out this task formed one of the essential
preconditions for the rise of National Socialism. Practically all German industrialists
were in agreement after 1929 that this problem definitely had to be solved if the
existing capitalist order in Germany were to survive at all. By no means was it here
merely a question of a relatively short-term reduction of production costs (thus of
wages), not just a question of a temporary, crisis-linked re-division of the social
product in favor of capital. The much more fundamental question of the division of
political and economic power in German society was at stake. To put it differently:
small and large entrepreneurs, farmers, master craftsmen and house owners, commerce
and big industry-they all demanded total affirmation of the power of property. It had to
be assured with absolute certainty that the working class movement would never again
possess the constitutional latitude which had made possible its considerable influence
on the socio-economic policy of the state in the 1920s. The national socialist way out
of this crisis of class society was not originally preferred by big industry. But with the
collapse of all alternatives on the one hand, and with the openness of the party
leadership to the ideas of the industrialists on economic policy on the other, it won
increasing plausibility in these circles as well. (61)
These class-specific needs and efforts were common to all Important groupings within
the national socialist movement and among their supporters. They formed the
foundation of the party's political platform, and they were transmitted to the general
public in the form of an extreme nationalistic rhetoric. This propagandistic coupling of
class interests with allegedly national interests increased the antagonism towards the
organized working class. Hitler's programmatic statements in these years primarily
referred to this large complex of class determined needs and ambitions since it
provided the basic consensus on which the rise of the NSDAP rested. In its manifold
outward forms the movement as a whole certainly moved beyond this basic platform:
the violent anti-Semitism, the Fuhrer-cult, the various, in part backward-looking social
and cultural utopias, above all the restless dynamics of party activity also contributed
to the growing popularity of the Weltanschauung. But in the final instance it was class

antagonism which represented the unifying and harmonizing element in the confusing
multitude of sectional interests and dogmas which comprised National Socialism before
1933. Without this unifying bond of anti-communist and antisocial democratic interests
and ideas the movement would never have been able to develop so dynamic an
integrative power. Without that, it would probably have disintegrated. Though they
might agree on little else, all activists achieved unison about the identity of the internal
enemy.
These basic conceptions, moreover, found the support of broad circles in the
government bureaucracy, industry, the army, and among large property owners,
although they otherwise regarded the unpredictable national socialist mass following
and its vulgar, politically-inexperienced party leadership with some scepticism. For, in
contrast to the extreme components of national socialist Weltanschauung mentioned
above, this basic direction in social and foreign policy did not seem the arbitrary
product of a fevered ideological imagination. Therein lay the real strength of the
NSDAP in 1932-33: it was the most extreme and at the same time most popular
political expression of a much broader economic, social and political reaction whose
central aim consisted of repelling the working class movement.
The history of class relationships in the last phase of the Weimar Republic is a more
comprehensive theme than the rise of National Socialism. The changes in class
relationships came about-influenced above all by the economic crisis-for the most part
independently of the rise of the NSDAP. Indeed, these changes themselves produced
one of its essential preconditions: in the middle of 1932, workers' parties and trade
unions were completely isolated, surrounded by a multitude of political forces and
interest groups which, without exception, were out to reduce the power of the
organized working class. To the right of the SPD there was not a single important
grouping in German public life which was not determined to revise the Weimar
Constitution in this direction. ("Constitution" must be understood here in the widest
sense, including the areas of labor and industrial law as well as the legal status of the
unions and the institutions of the welfare state.) Whether the talk was of restoring the
monarchy or of strengthening the executive vis-a-vis the legislature, of establishing a
corporate state, or of clarifying the relationship between Prussia and the empire,
whether the removal of economic policy from the Reichtag's jurisdiction was
demanded, or, in the most extreme cases, total renewal by means of an as yet
undefined, but doubtless dictatorial "Third Reich"-the real tendency of all non-socialist
political effort was directed towards the same general end. The organized working
class did not have a single ally, whether in the political or in the economic arena. (62)
Closely linked to this was the additional fact that Germany's position in the
international system altered swiftly between 1930 and 1932. After 1930 it was obvious
both to government and to industry that the international consequences of the
economic crisis-the progressive dissolution of the allied powers' common front, the
economic collapse of neigh boring states to the east and south-created new, favorable
conditions for the re-assertion of Germany's position as a major power. But this
general goal also presupposed the possibility of establishing military and economic
priorities which were diametrically opposed to the political efforts of the working class
parties and likewise to the basic interests of their members. Such a foreign policy was
difficult to realize within the framework of a liberal constitution. Thus even Hitler's

aggressive foreign policy program won-for the first time-a certain plausible realitycontent. And, thus the basis for possible co-operation between the NSDAP and the
conservative elite was broadened.(63)
These remarks pertain to the general framework of the political developments in the
months between July, 1932, and March, 1933. But the specific events leading to
Hitler's appointment as Chancellor and to the Reichstag elections of March 5, 1933,
were not wholly determined by it. And much depended on these events, immeasurably
more than most of those involved were then aware. The open questions of this periodas to which concrete methods would the political reaction develop in order to secure
the repression of the working class and as to what political forms a new system of
domination would work out-were even then not trivial questions. Yet, a one-sided
concentration on the tactical struggles of this sort within the conservative camp runs
the risk of distorting our perception of the larger constant factors in the development
of the political crisis. It was these socio-economic factors which determined the
framework of political possibilities. They were the basis of the NSDAP's general
popularity and finally conditioned the willingness of the old power elite to take the risk
and allow the party to come to power. These factors can also explain why nationalist
bourgeois Germany closed ranks behind the new regime between March and
November, 1933. For, in this respect, the consolidation of the national socialist
position of power was not primarily a result of intimidation and manipulation. Rather,
it was tied to the fact that the regime had succeeded in asserting its own specific
version of that general program of goals to which all these groups adhered. The KPD,
the SPD and the trade unions no longer existed.
The constellation of bourgeois forces on the one hand and the initially still intact
organizations of the working class on the other thus determined the structure of the
political crisis which reached its climax in the first four months of Hitler's
chancellorship. The first and only decisive task of the new government consisted in the
conflict with the workers' parties and the trade unions. (64) That this confrontation
quickly took an unexpected turn is not surprising; the source material shows rather
clearly that the government was initially not at all certain how they should wage this
struggle, which methods and what strategy they should employ in order to win. (65)
Much depended on the form and the extent of the repression which was now to be
initiated, and in February, 1933, no conclusive decisions were reached. However, these
questions were solved shortly thereafter primarily by activists in the national socialist
movement, not by the government
Much evidence suggests that the new government of the Reich wanted to proceed with
caution in this conflict and was concerned above all to avoid a general strike or civil
war. At the beginning of March, for example, Reich Labor Minister Franz Seldte had
drafts of laws drawn up with the aid of which the power of the independent economic
organizations of the working class was to be gradually reduced. In these laws the
"yellow" trade unions, the Stahlhelm Self-Help Organization and the NSBO were to
receive the right, denied them by earlier governments, to conclude collective wage
agreements, and members of labor councils were to be deprived of their strong legal
protection against recall and firing.(66) These measures corresponded to conceptions
which had been current in conservative entrepreneurial circles for a long time, but they
did not entail the immediate destruction of the working class movement; for the trade

union idea was "rooted too deeply in the hearts of the German workers," as a leading
social ideologue of the NSDAP confirmed with respect to the government's uncertainty
in this matter (67) - a rare insight in those circles.
After the Reichstag fire, however, the government increasingly lost control over the
entire political course of events. The national socialist leadership backed itself into a
situation in which only a 'go-for-broke' domestic policy was possible. The employment
of SA units as auxiliary police to dissolve the KPD and persecute its members
functioned as a blank check for the lower ranks of the party, the SA, NSBO and SS,
allowing them to attack all organizations of the working class movement. As early as
the first days of March several union offices were occupied by the SA, their furnishings
destroyed, documents confiscated, burned or scattered, and functionaries mistreated in
the most brutal way. This apparently spontaneous wave of terror spread in the course
of March to all areas of the Reich so that by the middle of March the Free Trade
Unions were scarcely able to function in the cities. The numerous and detailed letters
of protest by the head of the Trade Union Federation were filed unread by the Reich
President, Chancellor and all ministers to whom they were addressed. Everywhere
union functionaries and members turned unsuccessfully to the police, who declared
themselves totally without jurisdiction, even in the many cases where money and
possessions were stolen by the SA groups, union members systematically tortured or
even murdered (68) Not the numerical strength of the SA groups, but their violent
fanaticism, their unpredictability, and the lack of involvement of state officials were
decisive for the devastating effect of the wave of terror. By the end of March things
had gone so far that the NSBO drew the attention of the Prussian Ministry of State to
the need to permit unions to continue payment of unemployment benefits, etc., to their
members for social reasons (a function which they naturally could only carry out under
the supervision of NSBO personnel).(69) The main task of the "Action Committee for
the Protection of German Labor," founded by the NSDAP leadership in those same
days, was the preparation of a surprise attack on the whole union apparatus-a task,
however, which for the most part had already been pre-empted by the wild excesses of
the SA. The "national uprising" in the factories also took the same course. At the same
time as experts in the Reich ministry were conferring on the legal formula for the recall
of communist labor council members, SA and NSBO gangs went into the plants, threw
the elected councillors out into the street and took over their jobs and offices. A
comparison of the results of the Berlin labor council elections of March 2 with those in
the Ruhr of April 7, 1933, confirms the effects of the terror. In Berlin the Free Trade
Unions could still assert themselves, but in the Ruhr mines the NSBO had, with 30% of
the votes, already achieved a relative majority.(70) The SA had previously proclaimed
that union candidates would in any case not be allowed to assume office. The "Law on
Shop Representatives and Economic Associations," rewritten several times, had been
far outstripped by events before it was promulgated on April 4. (71)
The attitude of the Reich government towards this violent uprising of fanatical national
socialist supporters is hard to interpret. In spite of certain similarities in individual
attacks on the unions-destruction of files, inactivity of the police-it can be considered
certain that the uprising was not centrally planned and executed. "For whom should it
[the SA] obey?" wrote Diels, head of the newly founded Gestapo Office. "In reality
nothing was commanded, nothing forbidden."(72)

As early as March 10, Hitler called the SA and SS to "highest discipline" so that the
"process of the national uprising could be a planned one, directed from above."
Subsequently, leading figures in the state and the party as well as in the Reich
Association of German Industry issued similar appeals, warnings and instructions
demanding the cessation of individual actions and the establishment of peace and
order-for the most part, however, without suecess. (73) Although the government was
accurately informed about the events and consciously refrained from employing state
power against the terrorists, these appeals and warnings were not just propaganda
intended to distance them from the excesses: they also bore witness to the wellfounded concern that the leaders would lose hold of the reins of political power.
Involved in addition was the fact that the individual actions were sometimes directed
against industry, the state apparatus and foreign persons and interests, though in these
cases in less violent a form. Finally, after the incomplete electoral victory of March 5,
the new government was not sure enough of its own power within the country to be
prepared to accept the consequences of the uprising which were at first totally
unpredictable. When Goring, the leader of the police division in the Prussian Ministry
of the Interior (Grauert), Frick and Seldte discussed the problem with leading party
functionaries and industrialists on March 28, the wave of terror against the unions
represented for them a challenge from the outside. "Immediate measures must be
undertaken since the occupation of union offices drives things forward from the
political side," Grauert remarked.(74)
Only when it became clear that the occupation and devastation of union offices called
forth no united defense measures but rather seemed to increase the willingness of the
union leadership to negotiate with them at the Reich level, did Hitler, Goebbels and
Reich Organization Leader Ley decide to make use of the unexpectedly favorable and
early opportunity to bring about a swift solution. But they were also forced to this
decision by the violence of their supporters. Their own actions were to make clear that
the leadership did not lag behind its following. (This interpretation is substantiated by
the fact that in the origins of the boycott of department stores and Jewish businesses
[April 1, 1933 j, wild, precipitate excesses stood in a similar relationship to the political
decisions of the party leadership as in the process just described. (75)
The radical solution of May 2, 1933, was thus also in good part a sham action whose
secretive organizational effort and military precision stood in no proportion to the
expected opposition. It was intended to intimidate and impress the people and to
satisfy their own supporters rather than to carry out a carefullyplanned policy. A
majority of the offices of the Free Trade Unions occupied at 10 a.m. on the morning of
May 2 had for weeks operated only under the supervision of the NSBO.(76) To the
now urgently posed question, what sort of social order could replace that which was
demonstratively abolished by surprise attack, there was, neither in the government nor
in the party leadership, even the beginnings of a clear answer. Yet the purely powerpolitical, destructive success was initially satisfaction enough. The main thing was that
the unions no longer existed.(77)
The uprising of the little Nazis to which the unions fell victim had its origin above all in
boundless hatred of the working class movement and of "Marxism," and especially for
the individuals who represented it. This hatred, to which the party leadership
systematically educated its members, reached a new climax in the course of the election

campaign and in the wake of the Reichstag fire. Here the opportunity was finally
available to reckon up with opponents from earlier street battles without interference
from the police and the law, and-even more important-the terrorists could also hope
that, in the destroyed or neutralized organizations, they would themselves gain
employment, security and power.
But even this does not fully explain the intensity of the hatred or the long duration of
the excesses: nor does the embittered, civil-war nationalism in the light of which union
functionaries appeared to be traitors to Germany. Particularly characteristic was the
pervasive personalization of political and social relations by the SA storm troopers,
whose main goal consisted in the systematic humiliation and intimidation of individual
people, rather than in carrying out any sort of political-institutional restructuring in the
real sense. They were less concerned with general issues and organizational structures
than with what these persons allegedly embodied. And in the spring of 1933 the SA
was interested not at all in issues of social policy. This main characteristic of the wave
of terror was a logical consequence of the endlessly repeated propagandistic assertion
that Marxists, "big time operators," reds and Jews, had intentionally produced
Germany's misery, thus were personally responsible for it. Among the little Nazis there
were in 1933 many who had experienced this misery in their own person in the form of
chronic unemployment, bankruptcy, dashed expectations, thwarted careers and
brutalizing disorientation.(78) To judge by their behavior in these months, in their
desperate resentment, they believed literally in the words of their Fuhrer and looked
around for "those who were responsible." (In defining "those who were responsible,"
they made no distinction between communists and social democrats.) The movement
seemed to have become everything for these men-van organized, self-contained fantasy
world, inhabited only by "friend and foe," and organized only by relationships of brute
force. The total ruthlessness which went with this attitude, together with the
unpredictahility of individual actions against unions and the SPD simultaneously
comprised the strength and the weakness of the SA uprising: on the one hand it came
quite unexpectedly, thus there were scarcely any defensive measures which could have
opposed the massive, but planless attacks.(79) On the other hand, the storm troopers
were not consciously attempting to establish their own power positions, so that Hitler,
Goring, Goebbels and Himmler were able in general to keep the political initiative in
their own hands-on the condition, that they went along with their atavistic following,
but simultaneously distanced themselves politically from their deeds. This aspect of the
seizure of power deserves much greater attention and emphasis than it has so far
received. A thorough investigation of the behavior of lower levels of the NSDAP in
March, 1933, and its political effects would probably produce fundamentally new
insights into the beginnings of national socialist rule and into the relationship of the
mass base to the NSDAP leadership.(80)
If the working class movement has appeared up to now in this discussion primarily as
the object of a hostile policy which was much too successful, this corresponds in the
broadest sense to the historical course of events. (81) Nothing can be added here to
that which has already been written about the political aspect of the capitulation or
self-destruction of the workers' parties. As already mentioned, in 1932-33 the working
class movement was completely isolated politically. Beyond that, the three main
organizations of the working class moved increasingly further apart. The rivalry
between the SPD and KPD which lamed the defensive struggle, the passive legalistic

stance of the SPD leadership, the equally unrealistic revolutionary tactics of the KPD
Central Committee, and the increasing concern of the ADGB merely to preserve the
trade union apparatus, a concern which determined its defensive political position as
well as its disassociation from the social democrats and prepared its leading
functionaries for one compromise after the other with the reactionary political forcesall these facts are taken for granted here.(82)
Behind the political history of the years from 1929 to 1933 stood however, above
everything, the international economic crisis, which within three years reduced the
German national income by 40%, put one-third of the working population out of work,
and brought public finance and the banking system to the very edge of a total
breakdown. Neither agriculture nor industry could settle its debts. A continuing decline
in prices held all branches of industry back from further investment, while the
continuing high prices of critical investment goods still bound by cartell agreements
and the deflationary policies of the central government supported this tendency.
Moreover, dismissals, which caused a further decline in purchasing power and thus a
further decline in prices, were the result.(83) Until late 1932 the German economy
seemed to move in an endless and hopeless spiral downwards.
The working class movement's loss of power in the wake of the world economic crisis
contains a dimension of social and economic history which is of critical importance
both for an understanding of the relatively easy political victory of National Socialism
in 1933 and for the social history of the Third Reich. Of all groups in the population
the industrial workers were generally struck hardest by the crisis. On the average in
1933, 40% of all male industrial workers were unemployed as against only 22% of
workers in public service, 15% of agricultural workers and 13% of white-collar
workers.(84) The system of state unemployment insurance collapsed under the burden
of mass unemployment. Despite repeated increases in contributions and reductions in
benefits, the unemployed were increasingly "steered out" of the insurance system into
various relief organizations from which they drew less money, and even that only on
the basis of a strict means test. Of the 5.8 million unemployed who were registered
with the labor bureaus in December 1932, 1.3 million received no support at all, to
them must also be reckoned the so-called "invisible" unemployed, estimated at over
one million, who no longer registered. Of the rest, not quite 18% enjoyed full insurance
support, 29% were supported by the state emergency relief scheme and over half had
already been steered out of these two state systems and had to live on the support of
the regional relief organizations. Thus, of the 7 million unemployed, only the 792,000
recipients of complete support from the unemployed insurance system got enough
money to eke out a basic living.(85)
Of the 12.4 million who were still employed in December, 1932, at least 2 million
worked substantially shortened hours. The average working day declined sharply and
remained in 1931 and 1932 at under seven hours in most branches of industry.(86)
Because of these conditions in the labor market and thanks to the Briining
government's enactment of wage reductions, the real wages of those still working sank
substantially faster than the cost of living. Even the very global calculations of the
Reich Office of Statistics attested to a 10% decline in the per capita real income of all
those employed between 1930 and 1933. The development in the case of the workers
was estimated to be even less favorable. Indeed, a figure of 15% or more for the

average decline in the real income of those wage earners still employed would
correspond more closely to reality; to this must be added a rise in tax and insurance
deductions of about 3% of gross income. Many workers resigned themselves-if they
could thus avoid dismissalto wages which fell short of the legal minimum.(87) A sure
indication of this sudden impoverishment is given by consumption statistics: while the
cost of living fell about 26% from 192 9 to 1933, retail turnover in groceries fell by
about 30% in the same time, in clothing and furniture by about 40%. Tobacco
consumption declined by 15% and beer consumption by almost 45%.(88) At the same
time, keeping a job demanded greater effort than ever before; workers found
themselves in competition with each other because of the wave of dismissals. The
consequence was a rise in productivity, for instance in coal mining.(89) The fate of the
working class in these years was progressive immiseration, hunger, fear and
hopelessness. They were the first victims of the death-throes of an apparently
uncontrollable economic system which was quite indifferent to their interests and
needs.(90)
The parallel between the economic and political powerlessness of the working class
during the international economic crisis was no coincidence, but it needs closer
examination. It was not a simple matter of linear economic determination. Nonetheless,
the economic crisis did have certain inevitable consequences for political class
conditions. The first was the unions' loss of substance: unemployment was highest in
precisely those branches of industry which were best organized. There were almost 1
million unemployed in the engineering industry alone; in the mining, textile and
clothing industries and the building trades there were over 200,000 in each one. In
1932 almost two-thirds of all union members were either unemployed on the average
or they were forced to work reduced hours. The consequences for the financial and
organizational strength of the unions must have been devastating.(91) Mass
unemployment deprived the unions of their essential function: they could no longer
represent the interests of their members. Without unions at all reductions in wages
would certainly have been even greater, but their power to halt the process of
immiseration was narrowly circumscribed which is clearly demonstrated by the decline
in real wages. Their most important lever in negotiations with the employers'
organizations was, as the statistics on strikes and their outcomes clearly demonstrate,
no longer available to them. Only in one case of greater importance did the union
movement succeed in putting up effective resistance in the area of wage policy: von
Paperi's attempt, at the urging of industry, to do away with the binding nature of
collective bargains and to legalize reductions below the standard minimum wage was
frustrated mainly by a series of protest strikes and was rescinded three months later by
the Schleicher government.(92) But that was an exception; otherwise the unions for
the most part simply had to accept dismissals, reductions in wages, shortened hours,
reorganization of the production line, etc. Their demand that the available work be
divided among the greatest number of workers possible was dismissed by the
employers as unprofitable. To use Rosa Luxemburg's illuminating metaphor, in these
years the rock of Sisyphus rolled unchecked down the mountainside. The objective
incapacity of the unions to represent the material interests of their members, their
impotence with regard to the economic developments, explains to a great degree the
political indecision and lack of will of the leadership in the critical months between
July, 1932, and May, 1933; otherwise, that is, considered in isolation from the
oppressive burden of their insoluble problems as trade unionists, the fatal political

stance of the leadership is completely incornprehensible.(93) The fear of individual
leading union functionaries that, given mass unemployment and economic distress, a
political general strike would end in a chaotic defeat, indicates a certain lack of
militancy, but the concern was by no means without basis. It could not be
unquestionably assumed that members would be unanimously prepared to risk their
jobs, especially not in the case of workers in public administration and transportation
whose actions would have been crucial in the event of a general strike. In addition, it
wasn't as if there was a dearth of potential strike-breakers, a fact which also did not go
unnoticed. (94)
If the international economic crisis necessarily produced a strengthening of the
employers' power within the firm, it also affected the position of business within the
political system-in both cases at the cost of the working class movement. Here, too,
objective economic necessity played an important role. As a consequence of the crisis,
the state and business moved closer together and became more dependent on another.
That was expressed, among other things, in the fact that it was unquestionably in the
state's interest to protect the economic system from even partial collapse. Examples of
this are the reorganization of the large banking concerns after the 1931 crash and the
purchase of Flick's Gelsenkirchen shares-both very costly undertakings. In addition, the
direction of the government's economic policy became the deciding factor for the
future of industry, and the direct political activity of business interests was thus
increased accordingly. There is still much dispute about the political role of German
industry in the years from 1929 to 1933, though one can really not speak of industry as
a monolithic unit in this context. But beyond all the tactical struggles within the
business world, the political attitude of the industry was characterized by two general
tendencies. Both were directed against the working class movement, and both came to
full expression in nationalism. Working indirectly against them was the general retreat
of industrial circles from a democratic form of government which was rationalized by
the allegedly proven inability of democratic governments to base their general policy
on the needs of private industry. The various conceptions of an authoritarian
constitution which won many supporters in industrial circles in these years all had the
reduction of working class power as a main programmatic point. (95) Second, closely
linked to this, was industry's general attack on the form and substance of Weimar
social policy. The social democrats and trade unions had won considerable concessions
in this sphere. The employers, who in the crisis lost their freedom of maneuver and
their capacity to make economic concessions, intensified their criticism of the
collective lab or law, of the binding character of wage agreements, of the labor
councils, of the state arbitration system as well as of the whole principle of social
insurance, especially unemployment insurance. It was maintained, for the most part
incorrectly, that social reforms had caused the rise in production costs of the late 1920s
which in turn were responsible for the extent of the crisis.(96) The demand for a
"dismantling of social policy" (Preller) won economic and propagandistic credibility
because of the crisis, but it was basically a disguised expression of a struggle for profit
and power which could only be carried out at the expense of the working class. The
fact that the Bruning government withstood this pressure, at least with respect to the
institutions of social policy, if not their material benefits, in the long run weakened its
position; it also explains the respect in which its successor was held in business circles.
Schleicher's attempt to change the government's course again and to reach an
understanding with the unions, which von Papen had opposed, probably succeeded in

dispelling industry's last reservations about National Socialism's accession to
power.(97)
In Germany the international economic crisis led to a radicalization and politicization
of class conflict on both sides. This development necessarily proceeded clearly in
industry's favor, for its interests gained political weight, which also increased its
political power. This power was deployed systematically against the working class
movement which could not defend itself in the arena of socio-economic policy. Only
the public political arena remained. The defeat of the working class movement in 193132 was finally a political defeat and cannot be understood as just an epiphenomenon of
changes in economic power relationships. Indeed, economic and political
powerlessness developed parallel to each other but were not identical. In the political
stance of the workers' parties and the unions, a multitude of historical, sociological and
strategic political factors played just as important a role as economic developments.
And, these factors helped to determine their reaction to the crisis and mass
unemployment. But, if one presupposes this general political framework, it is possible
to isolate specific effects of the economic crisis which likewise contributed decisively
to the political weakening of the working class. Thus, the Prussian Prime Minister,
Otto Braun, characterized as "demoralizing" the fact that the crisis had forced "us to
dismantle what we had striven after in vain for decades, what had been fought for.“
(98) Precisely in the area of state social policy, on the expansion and reform of which
the SPD had focused its entire strategy, the international economic crisis robbed the
SPD of all initiative: considerations of state and economic policy prevented it from
fundamentally opposing cuts in welfare policy. On the other hand, the radicalization of
its members and supporters, born of the distress, precluded their party's assuming joint
responsibility for the deflationary policy by participating In the government. The SPD
was also not able to propose any economically viable alternative to deflation.
Continuing election losses and the superannuation of its cadre were not completely
caused by this weakness, but probably derived in good part from it.(99) Together with
the collapse of the party's general political strategy in the crisis years, this slow decline
did not provide a good point of departure for a determined, aggressive defensive
struggle against National Socialism. Basically, the social democratic leadership no
longer knew what they were struggling for. In contrast, mass unemployment worked
immediately to the advantage of the KPD, which was able practically to double its
number of votes in the Reichstag elections between 1928 and November 1932; yet, this
relative success was fateful in that it seemed to confirm the correctness of the
unrealistic revolutionary strategy of the party leadership, yet was not great enough to
produce a decisive change in the balance of political power. For this reason the
political struggle between the SPD and KDP continued unabated, laming the working
class movement until January, 1933, and afterwards. The increasing radicalization in
the political mood of the industrial workers which could be observed everywhere thus
found no united organizational expression.
In the long run, mass unemployment ate away at the basic substance of the working
class movement. Anxiety about keeping a job, worry about finding a job, was not in the
long term compatible with militant opposition to the existing social order. To be sure,
this militance had its immediate cause in impoverishment and mass unemployment, but
in 1931-32 it was as little able to remedy these conditions as it was to prevent the
advance of political reaction. Many employers had deliberately dismissed those

workers who were active in politics and trade union affairs at the first reduction in staff
(insofar as they did not enjoy special protection as members of the labor councils).
After the elections of July, 1932, it must have become clear that in the future even
stricter political criteria for the distribution of the scarce commodity, work, would be
applied. In the frightful distress of this period the labor market, too, became
politicized, the decision for political activism against National Socialism became more
and more a decision for unemployment and hunger. The economic crisis thus provided
the political and economic rulers with a potentially very strong weapon for disciplining
the working class. It is, however, not easy to estimate its effectiveness before 1933.
Scarcely any wide-spread timidity and resignation can be detected in the working class
movement before January, 1933. In contrast, the relatively limited resistance to the
destruction of the workers' parties and the unions in the spring of 1933 cannot be fully
explained by the hesitant and indecisive tactics of the leadership groups and by the
unbridled SA terror. Many Reichsbanner and union members were certainly waiting
hopefully in these months for the call to active resistance.(100) But the general
impression remains that the political defeat in March-May 1933 brought to the fore the
compelling material needs of the individual worker. And this privatization, born of
intense material deprivation and insecurity, undermined class solidarity. Given the lack
of social historical research into mass unemployment, this impression rests in good part
on inferences drawn from the distribution of jobs by the new Reich government and the
NSDAP in the second half of 1933 (101)work was systematically given to Nazi
supporters. It is also supported by the massive rush to join the NSBO, which by
August almost tripled its membership, as well as by the numerous resignations from the
SPD after the March elections in 1933. (102) The pressures on individuals to behave in
an opportunistic manner were very strong indeed. For instance, the char woman who
sympathized with the communists but who voted for the NSDAP in 1932 so that her
husband would be present when jobs were handed out, illustrates the dilemma of the
politically conscious working class. (103) In the capitalist economic system the socioeconomic power of the working class movement is directly dependent and its political
power indirectly dependent on the law of supply and demand, on conditions in the
labor market. The German working class movement was broken on the wheel of the
world economic crisis.
For the later history of the Third Reich it was of critical importance that working class
organizations were destroyed for just these reasons and in just this way. The new
regime had not won the voluntary allegiance of the workers. It had conquered them
with weapons of terror and mass unemployment and thus could not rely on their
loyalty or co-operation. From the beginning the regime confronted millions of
exploited workers, subjugated by force, who viewed its policies with deep, if impotent
resentment; it further had to reckon with tens of thousands who, despite all repression,
attempted to continue the struggle in illegal underground groups. The heritage of the
November revolution had not been overcome. (104)
Source: New German Critique. No. 11 (1977)
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